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ABSTRACT

This project represents an'attempt to survey the occupational

statuses, future needs end educational interests of professional and

volunteer personnel serving people over age sixty-two residing in

communities or in institutional settings within the capitol region of

Connecticut. The survey is based on the assumptions thatinefircareeri

wiilbe opening in present occupations expanding in the field of

gerontology to meet the constantly changing needs of a rapidly growing

senior citizenry in Connecticut and that there exists a need for in-

creased educational opportunities and courses in this field among those

working vith older people.

Methodology consiets of a questionnaire and pretest sent to

social agencies, visiting and public health nursing associations, welfare

departments, senior centers and clubs, convalescent homes, rest homes

with nursing supertision, boarding homes and hospitals serving the

capitol region of Connecticut. A total -of 254 respondents were contacted

and service areas identified were: medical care, mental health, financial

assistance,-housing, social functioning and a category of bother." A

second questionnaire was administered to 96 people overage sixty -five

in the community andir: nursing homes to assess their needs and to

compare with organizational responses. Goals of the survey include

identifying occupational statuses, projected needs and learning interests

of those working with the elderly., as well as the elderly themselves,

and the establishment of a complete sequence of college level courses

in the field of gerontology for those working with older people or
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those simply desiring to increase their understandin6 of the aging

process and older people if the interest is indicated in the

questionnaire responses.-

-The researcher has concluded that there is a notable discrepancy

between reported services by organizations and services seen as needing

improvement by people over age sixty -five who are the consumers of such

services. A separate-study centering on this issue is recommended.

A second finding is that there is interest among both practitioners
.1L

(i.e., paid and volunteer) and elderly citizens in pursuing studies in 1

the.field of gerontology but not in developing specific careers in the

field of gerontology. The researcher recommends the establishment of

an accredited, college level, geriatric course sequence to meet the need

for in- service training, present career development and specific _

interests related to the aging preces8. Such a dequence would be im-

1

plemented gradnelly and offer a certificate or degree at completion as

indicated by the preference of the majority of the respondents in this

survey. It wculd be the hope of the researcher that such a course

sequence would be able to open research opportunities in the field of

aging as well as practical courses relevant to the needs of people

over sixty -five, as well as those"wcrking with them in community services

and medical facilities.

Reward W. Dickstein



Introduction

Because of the increasing life span of individuals in a rapidly

changing and complex society, uany persons who would not have lived to

what might be considered "old age in the past have achieved such dubious

diLUnction today. They number approximately 289,000 in Connecticut, if

we take age sixty -five as an arbitrary and yet generally accepted standard

entrance year to old ago; they are expected to increase in population by

1
approximately two-thirds, i.e., to about 41.1,000, from 1965 to 1990.

Concentrated in the larger Cities of the state and most heavily in Hartford
2

County , the elderly are often ill-equipped to handle longeVity in a

society which forces isolation, rapid change and an accelerated pace of

living upon them. The result is, all to often, emotional trauma, mal-

adjustment, disengagement, physical deterioration, early senility, and

even death. They are confused and alone and do not knowwhom to contact

Such detrimental outcomes of the aging process in a modern society need

not be the only results.

There are many individuals, professional and volunteer, _working in
2

national, state and local agencies in Connecticut meeting-the many and

varied needs of the elderly-. There are still more who wish to enter the

field of_ aging. A concern of many practitioners, however, is the lack

of available training and courses dealing with the identification of the

needs of older people in the community and in institutions and methods

of helping them to meet those needs.

Rosencronz,Aging j Connecticut:', -A fact Book,
(Hartford, Connecticut, 1971), pp". 8,9.

2. Ibid.,;p. 21.



CHAPTER I

OBJECTIVES TO BE ACHIEVED:

. Based on the recognition of a rapidly increasing population of

,people over age sixty-five in Connecticut, their multiplicity of needs,

and the increasing need for trained personnel in the field of aging, a

survey of the number and types of occupational positions currently ex's-,

ting in services to people over age sixty- -five was conducted-in the

Greater Hartford area. Its purposes were to evaluate the agencies and

institutions in Greater Hartford providing service to people over age

sixty-five and to identify future occupational needs in the geriatric

field. A future goal was seen to be the establishment of a series of

college level courses relating to the needs of people over sixty-five

residing in community and institutional settings which could be offered

by ::anchester Community College.

The: Greater Hartford area was defined.as the Capitol Planning Region

3
of Connecticut, which includes 29 cities and towns. This area was

chosen for the survey as it is the area most directly served by

Manchester Community College, the sponsoring institution, and an area

in which there is one of the heaviest concentrations of people over age

'sixty-five in the State.

The specific objectives of the project are listed as follows:

1. An identification of the number and types of
occupational statuses in social agencies and
institutions in Greater Hartford.

2. An identification of current job openings in
the agencies and institutions surveyed.

3. An evaluation of future needs over the next
ten years in the field of gerontology in
the Greater Hartford Community.

3. Refer to Appendix A.

-1-
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4. An evaluation of career interests in the field
of gerontology and the learning needs and
interests of those surveyed.

5. The planning and implemeatation of courses
related to the needs of older people,based
on the data collected in objectives
one through four.

Based on a survey of research in the field of gerontology over

4
the last five years and a series of informal interviews, the researcher

has determined that such a project has not been undertaken in Connecticut

within the last five years and has probably never been undertaken. It

is seen:as providing new and usable data to those planning careers in

the field of gerontology, as well as mental health and public service.

Thu researcher also sees this project as a tool not only in the enhancement

of studies related to the needs of older people but also in the possible

development of an inter-collegiate approach to research planning and

teaching in this field. Responses to the proposed survey and course

sequence have been enthusiastic, and severallarea-colleges and agencies

have offered assistance in the areas of planning, implementing and publi-

cizing such a course sequence.

0241:Desien

The researcher has divided the methodology of this study into four

general areas:

1. A general review of available literature in the
field of gerontological research in Connecticut.

2. Westionnaires administered to Agencies and-
Institutions in the Capitol Region of Connecticut.

3, Questionnaires administered to people over age sixty-five

4. A proposed geriatric course sequence.

4. This term refers to the author of this report, Howard W.
Dickstein, and will be the term used throughout the report when referring
to the author.
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General Review of the Literature:

It is not the purpose of the researcher to complete an intensive

study of all literature in the area of gerontological research in

Connecticut but rather to note that such literature exists. The focus

of this study is on the specific data accumulated which relates to the

survey of geriatric careers in Connecticut. Impressions of other authors

are noted as they relate to the msearch°experiences and findings of the

researcher'of this project and are noted throughout the study rather

than in a separate section of this report. Literature listed in thi3

report (i.e., bibliography included) excludes literature used in the

development of a geriatric course sequence. Material used to develop

the sequonce is submitted separately and independently from this study

and noted in this report as it relates to objectives one through four

cited on pages one and two of this report,

kmyguestionnaires:

The flesmdents:

Two hundred and eighty -four agencies and institutions were identified

as respondents in this study. They include social agencies, volunteer

organizations, general hospitals, mental hospitals, welfare departments,

-convalescent homes, rest homes with nursing supervision and boarding

homes for older people. They were identified by available resource

directories6 as directly or "possibly" providing primary services to

people over age sixty-five imthe areas of medical care, mental health,

financial assistance, housing and social functioning. The researcher

using these directory resources and drawing on personal knowledge and

5. Refer to Appendix 13:.

6. Refer to Bibliography.



experience? was responsible for the final selection of the agencies and

institutions contacted. The list of agencies and institutions selected.

for questioning was a composite of several lists and more comprehensive

than any existing source in the Greater\Hertford urea identifying services

to older people. Any agency which was even remotely defined as possibly

providing a direct service to people over sixty-five was included in

the survey.

Ehcluded from the survey were private individual practitioners such

as clergy, doctors, lawyers and counselors as those most directly involved

with older people. were seen .as also being involved with agencies and

medical facilities serving older people. For example, many geriatric

physicians and psychiatrists serve as consultants to local convalescent

and rest homes. Also, time-and economic restrictions were an important

factor in excluding these individual practitioners, as well as the fact

that edtcational requirements of these occupations restricted them from

the general public seeking service careers in the field of aging. Also

excluded were churches and educational institutions) as their intervention

was viewed as being more secondary 'than primaryiwithsagain, the most

interested people from these categories seen as being included in some

of the categories chosen for the survey. Finally, planning commissions

were also excluded.as they were seen as not providing direct or indirect

'primary" services to people over sixty-five. Again, time and economic

factors also served to restrict this study as well as a goal of the

project which as to identify,epen.:and expand careers for volunteers

and paid practitioners working directly with older people.

7. The researcher is a social worker with almost seven years of
experience in public welfare in the Greater Hartford Area in which he has
provided both public and private services to institutionalized and
community -based elderly.



Theetionneire Format:

The agency questionnaire8 was pretested on thirty-two respondents

including five senior centers and clubs, four town welfare departments,

three visiting and public health nursing associations and twelve social

agencies (including state local and private agencies). These represented

a ten percent random sample of each category. Questions were then

modified for the second mailing to the rest of the group.9

Of the pretest questionnaires mailedisixteen were returned repre-

senting a fifty.percent'reeponse.. The major comments of the respondents

interviewed regarding the questions themselves were that some of the

questions asked the respondent to identify their educational needs and

interests They felt that they mire unable to do this and asked that

program or subject propihals be presented to them for comment. They also

felt that polling their staff was too difficult and time consuming,

especially in medical facilities with separate shifts and large numbers

of staff. Other respenies related to the structure of some of the

questions which Vero changed to promote greater clarity.

8. Refer to Appendix C.

9. Refer to Appendix D. Note that some respondents were surveyed
at more than one address as it was in the interest of the survey to
cover as many of the practitioners actually working with people over
sixty -five ,as possible.
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Questionnaires to People Overjete Sixtv4ve:

In order to compare responses between the providers and consumers

of geriatric services, as well as to better assess the needs of people

over sixty-five, eighty-eight questionnaires were administered in a
11

senior center and in two convalescent homes. The convalescent homes,

which were selected by the researcher, were settings in which he was

familiar with the residents. This enabled the researcher to distribute

questionnaires to individuals who iere medically diagnosed as alert and

oriented and thus capable of meaningful rosponser. The senior center

selected was SPA (Servicel'efformed with Aging) of Hartford, Connecticut.

SPA was chosen because it is one of the largest senior centers in the

Greater Hertford Area which houses several senior clubs and one with

a representative population of the area. QuestionLaires were personally

distributed by the researcher or volunteers. This questionnaire

distribution was not part of this uviginal project proposal and was devised

as an added dimension to tha project, Because of time factors, and

personal administration, and the nature of the queetioenaire, i.e., short-

ness and many questions eliciting a "check off" responas, it was not

pretested.

Geriatric Course Seeuencq:

A course sequence of five three-credit courses was prepared for

implementation at Nanchester Community College. Its purpose will be to

provide in-service training to those working in the geriatric field,

career orientationoand training to those interestdd in entering the field

of gerontology, and information to individuals dealing With epe4ific

factors relating to problems of the elderly. The emphasis of the sequence

11. Refer to Appendix E.



is on social service incllding casework, group work, and family

counseling, and the courses are oriented to professional, lay, paid

and volunteer groups servicing older people as well as to the older

person himself. The sequence has bean devised using the survey as its

planning base, and course syllabi included in this project are subject

to the approval and modification of anchester Community College.
12

CHAPTER II

Questionnaire Analysis

The questionnaires used in this survey have been tabulated sepamtely-

and then compared for responses and interpreted in separate sections for

the purpose of enhancing clarity. A summary-of the results and list of

recommendations follows at the end of the report. The following section,

analyses the practitioner responses.

Lim= Qmeationnaires

Of the two-hundred-and-fifty-two final questionnaires sent out to

agencies and institutions in the Greater Hartford Area, ninety-seven

were returned;by the cut-off data representing a thirty-nine percent

response. Seven more questionnaires were returned late and were not

included in the total analysis but the total response was actually forty-

one percent. Twenty-six agencies returning the questionnaire identified

themselves as not providing any services to individuals age sixty-five

or older. This was to be expected as questionnairds were sent to several

agencies identified by the researcher as "possibly" providing services

to individuals over age sixty-five. This did not effect the represen-

tativeness of the survey responses as all of the agencies listed in the

Greater Hartford Community Center Resource Guide and Where to Go for Help

In Greater Hartford as serving people over sixty -five returned completed

questionnaires.

-12.See AppearterrEM77-7.'



Responses from institutions-including hospitals, convalescent
A

homes, rest homes with nursing supervision and boarding homes numbered

twenty, representing a thirty-three percent return. Boarding homes

affected this percentage markedly as only one home out of a total of

twenty-six returned the questionnaire, and this facility did not complete

the questionnaire.other.than to note that they were a small non-

professional home providing only custodial care for four elderly people

who have resided there a number of years.

Question I

orni.mqgaLia provides services to people, over mg, sixty-five in the
following areas: medical care, housing, mental heAlth, social functicrinp,
i.e., Includes recreational activities) financial assistance, other

and none.

Of the eighty-pLx respondents completing this questiOn the following

results are listed:

TAME I

26Provide no service to people over age sixty -five

Provide medical care 33

Provide housing assistance 20

Provide social services (including recreation) 42

Provide financial services -17

Listed other services 27
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Several respondents listed themselves as providing more than one

service, including convalescent and rest homes; many saw themselves as

providing services in the areas of medical care, housing, mental health

and social services. Other services listed as additions to the above

categories include transportation, friendly visiting, education, foster

homes placement, institutional placement, volunteer job placement,

burial, and referral services to other agencies. Transportation and

referral services were seen by the majority of the respondents (sixty-

three percent) as a separate service provided by their organization.

Several of the respondents yho identified themselves as not providing

services to individuals over si:Or-five qualified their statements by

noting either that although they serve this age group they also served

other age categories, other age categories took precedence, or they could

not identify personnel specifically assigned to individuals over sixty.-

five and therefore listed no services specifically serving these indivi-

duals. The highest percc_,Lige (forty-two percent) of services offered

was in the areas of social and recreational services and the lowest

percentage of-services offered (eighteen percent) was found tithe area

of flmincial assistance.
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Question II:

Is there a of the above serviceis which xour organization; defines as
taking priority over others? If "ves", which one(s)?

Medical care was identified by fourteen organizations as taking

priority over others'. This was not surprising as twentyLeight'of those

which provided services to people over age sixty4five responding in

Question I identified themselves as being primarily medical organizations,

such as the visiting nurses associations, general hospitals, mantel health

clinics, chronic disease facilities, and convalescent homes. Some of

these listed more than one service as taking priority over others. Six

organizations noted social functioning as most important while three

noted financial assistance. Finally other services not listed in Question

I, which were seen'as taking priority, were transportation, referral

services and volunteer job placement. This question would have been more

significant if it had been worded in the following manner: Is there

any of the above services which your oganization defines as taking

priority over others regardless of whether you provide them or not...."

This would not litit organizations to defining their own services, but

those most needed in the field of geriatrics.

Questions III & IV (Combined":

In your agencybedical facility, how many people work in the following
capacities (If a person does more than one thing, please list his main
functions I: administrators, assistant administrators, clerical, doctors,
drivers, discussion leaders, general aides not listed elsewhere), home-
makers, homei;health aide, medical aide Ontnon-medical facilities),
nurses, nurses' aide, occupational Vherapist, physical IlmaaJat,
recreational staff, social worker -MSW, social worker-non-MSW, speech
pathologist, teacher:



The results of responses to.this question were not significant for

the following reasons: sone respondents' did not indicate nuLlbers of

occupational categories; they use, instead, quantitative adjectives, -such.

as "many" or "few" and check narks where numbers should have been

inserted. This question was further skewed by a lack of definitions of

certain occupational groups which were clear to the researcher, such as

"general aides not defined elsewhere, medical aides, homemaker, etc ..."

The question was divided into two parts at the suggestion of pretest

respondents interviewed to clarify the'se items. Some respondents still

chose to answer both sections or parts of each. Another problem indicated

in the responses to this question related to the placement of the

"consultant.ft Some respondents listed him as paid, some as volunteer
.or

even though he islusuaIly paid (i.e., in nursing homes) and some noted the

presence of various consultants in their organizations without noting

number or types. Finally, several organizations noted the presence of

volunteers but did not classify bar number them.

The numbers of staff in each occupational group in Table II will

serve only as a statiscally significant sampling of each category, however,

and represents minimum numbers of staff only to compensate for check

marks used which may represent more than one person serving the organiza-

tion. Questions III and IV, as earlier indicated, were combined for this

analysis: rplus" ( +) indicates check marks were used in this category

and the number is not an exact amount. It is not possible to interpret----e,

the data in this question except as speculation which will not be attempted

by the researcher in this analysis for reasons previously noted,
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TABLE II

Administrators

Assistant Administrators

Paid

31

20

Volunteer

* Clerical 341 +

Doctors 186 + 109

Drivers 188 -4.

Discussion leaders
.7

** General aides (not listed elsewhere) 143 1133 4.

Homemaker 53

Home health aide 14

Medical aides (in non-institutions) 118 .1. 200 +

Nurses aide (in institutions) 700

*** Other's... ,...v... 549 549

Occupational therapist 14 *

Physical therapist 46 t

**** Recreation staff 178 + 178 +

Social Worker my 57 + 3

Social Worker non-MSW 50

Speech pathologist 11 1.

Teacher 47 +

Nurses 1086



* Clerical: *This figure of 341+ was influenced by the fact that

although this occupational group was listed in the institutional tabula-

tion only as a means of not confusing them with other categories, some

non-institutional agencies also completed the section with numbers and

check marks and indicated the staff served the entire agency and not just

.elderly people. This was true, for example, of the veterans hospital

which listed 101 clerical staff.

** General Aides: This response total was obscured by ambiguity

and duplication. Drivers; medical aides and other categories listed

elsewhere were included under this heading and in other sections. Re-

spondents completing both questions III and IV were most apt to do this.

*** Others: This was also a product of duplication and lack of

definition. As a result this category was duplicated in other categories

by respondents or fitted in but undefined. They were also listed by

several respondents as being both paid and volunteer at different times.

**** Recreational Staff: This category was also confused with

"aide" and "other" categories and financial status of those listed was

also unclear due to phrases of agencies such as, "We have both paid and

volunteer recreational staff in our organization."

122AtiPn V:

Does Your organization have openinps in ally. of the previous occupational
catogories listed, nd if "m," how aLtim 1.n each category.?

Those responding negatively or not at all to this question numbered

fifty, while those indicating openings but not clarifying what the open-

ings were numbered four. Openings listed included the following:
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TABLE III

Administrator (i.e., includes both institutional
and non-institutional settings) 1

Assistant Administrators (i.e., includes both institu-
tional. and non-institutional settings) 2

Clerical
5

Doctors (undefined as to specialties) 6

General aides - (occupational therapy aide 1, and
rehabilitation aide)5 6

* Nurses (R.N. and L.P.B..) 69 *

* Nurse,' aides 18 *

Occupational therapist 1

Physical therapist

PRSW Social' workers 2

Non-NSW Social workers 2

* Volunteer visitors

* * indicated that this is a minimum figure and more than this

is noted as being needed by respondents who did not state amounts.

Again, these were minimum figures and are influenced by the fact
1111.01,

that there was a heavy institutional response and not a 100%response

to,the questionnaire. The totals do, however, indicate a need for

many additional people in the various agencies and institutions serving

people over 65, particularly in the nursing and aide classifications.

Questions VI and VII Combined:

Do Du anticipate adding, Adding or cha241W any services or proarams
affecting people, over sixty-five in our or r.mi; and do zcou anti-
cipate s,ny mks changesn the number or t2pel of occupations listed

our preanisatiqtk ma al next ten yeae
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Of the sixty respondents answering question VI, thirty-nine ind.

cated no changes anticipated in their organizations while sixteen said

they did anticipate changes. Such changes include: a multiphase

senior center in Hartford, expansion of the meals -on- wheels program,

the creation of new transportation systems for senior citizenstxpan-

sion of volunteer services, the addition of professional social work

staff in two towns in the greater Hartford area to specialize in geria-

tric-services, expansion of fri.adly visiting services, more sheltered

workshops for elderly people, the creation of a volunteer job placement

service for senior citizens, the addition of telephone visitation pro-

grams for elderly in four towns, increased home health aide programs,

new housing in four towns and an increase in general counselling. Five

respondents indicated that they anticipated changes but did not

elaborate.

Thirty-five respondents indicated no major staff changes were

anticipated over the next ten years. This corresponded closely with

the thirty-nine who answered "no" to Question VI. Only twenty four

respondents indicated that such staff changes were anticipated in the

future. These changes included increased use of volunteers, professional

social work staff, new director positions, more nursing staff and more

aide staff in all classifications. Nine of the twenty-four organiza-

tion:. answering this question noted they saw changes in staff but did

not elaborate, while three said they could not predict changes but that

they would come in the "near future." It is concluded that there is no

clearly defined commitments by organizations in the greater Hartford

area towards major expansion over the next ten years.
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question VIII:

'Recognizing time factors, schedultre difficulties, staff shortaees and
other roblems, in which course .12210 are listed .Foove., would ym see.
the stp irtalL almyourielFrof your smAnizatial interested and
beRefttim?

Of the sixty organizations which indicated that they provided ser-

vices to people over sixty -five, thirty-three (i.e., fifty-fiye percent)

indicated an interest in courses relating to sone or all of the subject

areas listed. ,Nrine of the organizations indicating that they did not

provide services to people over sixty-five also indicated such interest,

representing.a positive response of seventy percent. The researcher

does note, however, that the question does not ask if organizational

staff would be interested in taking courses. The assumption is that

if the interest is there, the courses' will be planned and offered. To

commit agencies to indefinite time schedules and a lack of complete

course descriptions would have influenced the responses too greatly.

The intent of the researcher in this question was to assess the need

for such courses and recommend that they bs established if the interest

and the needvereevident. The subject headings listed in this question

were chosen by the researcher and were listed. TUs was done rather

than making this an open-ended response due to pretest comments. These

indicated that those organizations responding to the pretest did not

want to propose subject matter-for study but wanted such subject matter

offered for their choice and comment. Undoubtedly, the subject matter

listed influenced the responses because of the wording used and the order

of listing. How much, has not been determined in this project. The

five subject areas receiving the highest, rank order among agencies
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have been submitted as course proposals to Manchester Community College

for implementation for the fall semester of 1973. These will be

offered on a credit and non-credit extension basis for one year and

will be evaluated as to relevance and interest at the end of the 1973

school year. The responses are as follows:

Preference
Rank

Responses
Indicating
Interest

A. Sociological problems and processes 28 2nd

B. Peychological factors and, problems....,. 33 1st (55%)

C. Physical aspects of aging 22 5th

* D. Business Course for geriatric facilities 12 8th

E. Casework with older people 25 4th

F. Problems of retirement and family living 22 5th

G. Inter- agency seminar 26 3rd

** H. Independent research.... 7 9th (12%)

I,

*** J.

Group work with elderly

How to work with Institutionalized

19 7th

adults a., OOOOO 20 6th

K. How to promote social action among
elderly 22 5th

L0 How to work with older people in
community 19 7th

* This subject area was designed to evaluate interest of a select

group, nursing homes (including convalescent homes and rest homes).

Of the twelve such facilities answering this question, nine indicated
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they would like such a course. One convalescent facility noted that

such a course would be beneficial for itself and other convalescent

hospitals employed by the same chain and that the response of that -

ticular.facility represented three convalescent hospitals. Other re-

spondents indicating an interest in this course were two general hospitals

and a non- medical service agency which worked with institutionalized and

community-based people over sixty-five.

** Independent research was expected to elicit a low-positive

response as it is an undefined
area of exploration and usually not offered

to a group interested in inervice training. The researcher was quite

surprised that seven respondents, including service agencies, volunteer

organizations and medical facilities indicated an interest in this sub-

ject area. Again, this subject area was not defined and will need further

clarification if it is to be implemented in a formal course sequence as

either a separate course option or as part of other courses.

*** Although the response to this question was high (forty-eight

percent) the researcher now feels that this exemplifies the typo of

question that could have been affected either positively or negatively

by the way it was worded. It was the intention of the researcher to

introduce a subject area which offered the respondent an opportunity to
study and engage in a variety of helping techniques and approaches related

to the needs of disabled adults (ever forty) and people over sixty-five

in extended care facilities, convalescent homes, rest homes and boarding

homes.

**** Finally, all of the seven agencies responding late and not

analyzed indicated an interest in the majority of these subject areas

listed.
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Question 11:

What other .t.r.p3.2s would you like to see included?

Eleven respondents (i.e., eighteen percent) answered this question.

Subject areas mentioned were the following: organizing skills of retired

people in the community, nutritional needs of elderly, studying state,

federal and local programs affecting elderly, study of community resour-

ces affecting elderly, study of problems of family living in which

people over sixty -five reside with married children or with other rela-

tives, organizing and training of raw:teems study of legislation affect-

ing people over sixty -five and community planning for the elderly. Such

subject areas are seen by the researcher as being combined with subject

areas listed in Question VIII (e.g., nutritional needs of the elderly

can be combined with physical aspects of aging), or presented as separate

courses or seminars and will need to be studied further.

222111122:

Rex long real led swag .(includes list of sub-questions B
through F

Thirty-three respondents answered all or parts of this question.

Of those responding there was no consensus of opinion on how many weeks

or hours for courses, if they should be planned and offered. Nine

respondents felt that courses should be offered which were between six

and eight weeks long. Seven respondents indicated courses should be ten

to fifteen weeks long with three respondents stating they should be a

semester course. Two respondents indicated course length should depend
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on the subject matter to be studied, relating length to the depth and

breadth of such subject matter. Two respondents said one week, one said

three weeks, and two indicated an interest in four -week courses.

Hours for each course were also difficult to tabulate and interpret

as only ten respondents answered this section of the question with re-

sponses which indicated the total number of hours for each course, each

session or general responses not totally clear to the researcher, auch as

fifteen weeks at six hours. It is not clear whether this answer indicates

six hours a session, such as fifteen all-day sessions or fifteen forty -

five minute sessions. Of those responding, however, six indicated an

interest is twohour sessions. The researcher at this time feels that

this question should have been revised to read, "How long should each

course be, one semester (fourteen to sixteen weeks), more or less (please

explain) and how many hours should each session be? one, two, three,

four, more? (Circle one.) The researcher has found that those who had

taken college courses (i.e., indicated in Question #12) indicated a pre-

ference for a college course structure (i.e., one semester or fourteen

to fifteen weeks at two to three hours per session) while those who had

recently completed seminars indicated a structure similar to specialized

seminars (i.e., two to six weeks of three to six -hour sessions).

Responses to Sections B through F of question X are as follows:

B. Nine respondents wish to see courses offered during the day,

thirteen respondents wanted to see them offered evening, and

thirteen wanted both, or either day or evening, as suitable for

such courses. One respondent wanted them to be offered Saturdays.
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C. Twenty-three respondents felt college credits should be

offered, six said they should not, one indicated that such

credits should depend upon content of the course, and one respon-

dent said either credit or non-credit was suitable.

D. Twenty-four respondents felt that courses should be includod

in a degree or certificate program while three did not. One

respondent said either a degree or non-degree (i.e., including

certificate) was suitable.

E. Twenty-eight of the respondents as opprJed to three felt

that courses proposed should be offered to all occupational

categories listod in Questions III and IV. One respondent felt

that this depended upon the educational level of the courses.

F. TwentY-six: respondents saw these organizations as being

involved as a field placement or host to student visits. Five

did not and one indicated it was already involved in such a

manlier while another respondent who had said its organization

was not interested in being a field contact'indicated the

availability of its staff as.guest lecturers..

Question %I:

What new careers would nu like to see aga in the field of mine

Of the thirteen "sets" of responses to this question,(Some respon-

dents said more than one thing), not all were directly relevant to the

question. Four respondents indicated the need was not for new careers

but more people (i.e., both paid and vaunter) working.inexistimg
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careers. Some careers cited as new careers were already established ones

such as craft skill teachers, social workers working exclusively in ger-

iatric fields, nursestaides, service planners and volunteer coordinators.

Possible new careers which were mentioned included neighoorhood workers

and resource advocates for the elderly. Five respondents indicated a

need to develop planning personnel and programs and increase the emphasis

on personnel involved in rehabilitation for the elderly. All of these

merit further study.

u2J2sti0 XTI:

Have nu taken az courses or seminars (or more than four sessions)
summed 1.2 a pollee within the last three vveers? (Name them and
striont on their

Sixteen respondents indicated they had taken such Courses or semin-

ars and fifteen discussed them. Twelve of the respondents indicated

they took courses or seminars related to elderly studies. Of these, nine.

of the respondents found them to be glad to excellent and those who com-

mented OA reasons why related their evaluations to the personality and

qualifications of the parson teaching or leading the sessions. Two

respondents found their courses to be fair to poor and also related this

to the person teaching or leading presentations. Five respondents

listed college courses not related to aging inclutlig three who indi-

cated that they took both, related and non-related courses. Other

respondents listed no courses or seminars taken in the last three years

or left this question blank.
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Summay of Organizational Responses,:

Summarizing the organizational responses, the following findings are

listed:

A. Of the services provided, Social Service, medical care, and
mental health were seen as the services most available to
people over sixty-five.

B. Services not listed but seen as most needed and provided to
people over sixty-five were transportation and referral ser-
vices.

C. Nurses, nurses' aides, medical and general aides represented
the largest categories of paid and voluntary positions serving
people over sixty- -five.

D. The greatest number of openings exist in the nursing, aides
and volunteer occupations.

E. The majority of respondents saw no major changes in their
organizational programs or staff over the next ten years and
changes which were indicated fell into the social, volunteer
and housing service areas. Staff additions were anticipated
in the medical, social and volunteer occupational categories.
There is, however, no commitment to clearly defined areas of
expansion or to careers deyglopments in the field of geria-
trics in Greater Hartford.'?

F. Fifty-five percent of the respondents indicated an interest
in all or some subject areas listed with most interest shown
in sociological, psychological and physiological problems and
processes effecting elderly, casework with elderly, promoting
social action among elderly, working with institutionalized
adults, problems of retirement living and in an inter- agency
seminar.

13. This is probably related mainly to economical factors (i.e.,
absence of state and federal matching funds) at this time. There were
many indications by respondents interviewed that expansion over the
text few years was "hopeful" and "probable," but there were few actual
new positions or programs being funded or in the process of being
funded or implemented .at this time.
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G. Other subject areas most noted included: organizing skills of
retired people, family living problems, training volunteers
and a study of legislation and programs effecting elderly'.

H. The majority of respondents saw six weeks to a semester as the
optimum course length. Hours were not significant.

I. The majority of respondents wish to see courses offered in the
evening or during the day. Evening was the largest exclusive
category but responses in this opinion did not constitute a
majority.

J. A large majority of respondents (sixty-seven percent) favored
college credits and a degree or_certificate program.

R. Ninety percent of the organization of respondents felt courses
should be offered to all occupational categories and over
seventy percent offered to participate as a field placement

.as hlglit to student visits.

L. Neighborhood workers fcr the elderly end resources advocates
for the elderly were seen as new careers.

M. Respondents indicating course or seminar work in aging or other
areas were in the minority (twenty -three percent) and courses
tended to be evaluated on the personality of the discussion
leader or instructor rather than on coarse content.'

ELDERLY OHESTIONNAIRE:

Forty-eight respondents were used in each of two separate adminisr.

trations of six - question survey of people over age sixty-five in commun-
,

ity settings and in convalescent facilities. They are analyzed for

responses as a combined group and compared with the responses received

on the organizational questionnaire. This population as previously

stated was included as an added dimension to the total survey. Question-

naires were personally administered by the researcher in the convalescent

homes and by volunteers in senior centers in the community. Volunteers

assisted in answering any questions cf the respondents answering these

questionnaires.
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The population responding to this questionnaire were selected by the

volunteers administering in the community and by the researcher in

the convalescent homes. Selections were made based on the alertness and

degree orientation of respondents and all respondents were personally known

to either the volunteers or the researcher. Alertness and orientation

were based on medical diagnoses in the convalescent homes but not in the

community. Volunteers were, however, very familiar with the aging popula-

tion completing the questionnaire and experienced enough to make a deter

minatlon of who was mentally able to complete the questionnaire.

Of the forty-eight people surveyed in the community, thirty-six were

female and twelve were males. The age range was twenty-three, the mean

age was seventy-one, the median age was seventy-one and the mode was

sixty-eight, with age clusters at sixty-five and seventy-three. The

convalescent home population was quite similar (forty-eight respondents)

with an age range of twenty-one varying from age fifty-nine through

eighty (i.e., one respondent age 59). The median age was seventy-one

and the mode was also seventy-one with clustering in ages sixty-five,

seventy, seventy-one, and seventy-six. The mean was alio age seventy-one.

The majority of community respondents (seventy-one percent) listed resi-

dence in the City of Hartford with others residing in East Hartford, Weth-,-

ersfield, West Hartford, Glastonbury and Newington while convalescent home

respondents centered in South Windsors Manchester, Hartford, West Hartford,

East Hartford, Glastonbury, and Farmington as home towns.

RESPONSES

Rupstion I:

Which of the following areas do you feel are, kaawat in

Connecticut?
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Of the community group which responded, the findings are listed

as follows:-

TABU] VI

Service Ruponses

lied; cal Care 37

Housing 42

Financial 38

Mental Health 25

Social (including recreation) 27

Other 14

No change needed .1

'Rdsponses from the convalescent group indicated:

TABLE VII:

Service Responses

Medical Care 21

Housing .3

Financial 42

Mental Health 0

Social (including recreation, ) , .... 9

Other 0

No change needed 5

Reasons for the differences between the two elderly groups were seen

as resulting from two major factors: one, living arrangement and, two,

range of contact. The convalescent patients averaged a four-year con-

valescent stay. All, with the exception of three, were receiving state

assistance under programs which allowed them to keep 15.50 to 19.50 per

month from their own incomes which were mostly social security, retirement

pensions or veterans' benefits. The rest of their income was used to pay

part of the cost of their convalescent care. As a group they are most

adamant about not having enough personal spending money. Medical care
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related to uho had a house doctor and who had a'private physician.

Patients in such facilities rarely see the house doctor who comes monthly

or less, and who usually sees only patients needing evaluation as indi4a

cated by the nursing staff. Finally, the lack of responses in other

areas was related to the fact that individuals in institutions tendto

lose contact with the community and become very personally oriented.
14

Hence, individuals included in the institution responses tend to relate

only to services within the institution.

Comparing organizational responses to elderly responses, the re-

searcher contIudes that there is a difference of opinion between the

amount of services provided by organizations and the amount seen as

needing improvement by senior citizens in all areas. This indicates that

the organizational services are not good enough (i.e., qualitatively),.

are insufficient (quantitatively), that they are not available to the

consumers of the services or.that the consumers are not aware of the

services that are available. Such assumptions are seen as the subjects

of future study.

Question II:

How Would zau like to see them changed:.

Only twenty-four percent (ttionty-three) of the elderly (both groups

combined) answered this question. Eight respondents (one-third) said

services should be generally overhauled. Other responses included the

need for mere, better housing, more services to shdt-ins, more opportu-

nities for elderly voluntelOrs and more leisure time activities. In

comparing these responses with organizational responses in Questions VI

14. Mary E. Shaughnessey, "Emotional Problems of Patients in Ndrsin
homes," Geriatric Psychiatry, Vo . o. 2. Spring 9 .
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and VII, the majority of organizations indicated no-CiSngeS were seen

as needed while thOSe who did anticipate changes included more volunteer

programs, leisure time and job programs, more housing and more transpor-

tation. Others indicated the addition of social service and planning

staff to reorganize geriatric services which corresponds to the elderly

respondents request for general overhaul.

Question III: -

llanshedez loamattx CollgaeU ginning ja co se Eminence 12x oldem
adults and mph working with them. Which of 21 following subjectskm feel are igmaiimmcp

The responses to this question are combined for both elderly groups.

It should be noted, however, that the institutionalized group offered

very few responses to this question except 3 choices: 13, C and D. This'

again relates to a personalized oriented individual who has been in
15_

institutionalized over a period of time. The responses are as follows:

15. Wording has been changed in the elderly questionnaire to make
the subject areas more understandable to the respondents.
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TABLE ja
Subject Area Ramm_iseel6

Preference
Rank

A. Social Aspects of Aging 42 4th

B. Psychological aspects of aging 62 3rd

* C. Physical aspects and problems 77 2nd.

** D. Social work with older people 82 1st

*** B. Working with older people in groups 39 5th

F. Working with older people in community 27 9th

G. Working with older people in institutions 36 6th

L Problems of retirement-- "34 7th
I. Working with families 25 10th

d. Housing needs of-older people 34 7th
K. Community programs serving older people 31 8th

* Forty convalescent patients and thirtr-seven community people saw

this as a needed course.

** Convalescent patients accounted for forty-three of the responses

to this question.

*** Of the twelve convalescent patients who responded to this

question all were attending shi-weekIy group meeting led by the researe

cher. Although this undoubtedly influenced these responses, the

researcher feels thahtmore people would have responded positively to

this item had they been in a group at the same time, simply because of

the value seen in the group itself.'

In comparing the organizational and elderly responses, the elderly

group responded with numbers of people responding to,various subject

areas which ranged from eighty-five percent in subject "B" to twenty-six

percent in subject "I". As was indicated in the organizational analysis,

this question does not elicit a number of people who have stated they

would take courses.. It is an indication of interest subject areas.

The elderly group is seen as limited in the taking B such courses due

to transportation, financial costs of courses and physical limitations

16. Note: Less tt- 10% of the institutionalized group responded
to any questions otbiethin-B,COL
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(i.e., all of these are especially true for institutionalized individualsi,

If such courses are to be made available to the elderly person, thought

should be given to offering them at the lowest cost in settings available

to them such as in senior centers or in convalescent homes or other

institutional settings. The following table compares the top five

responses of the organizations and the elderly to the questions asking

for subject area preference:

Ronk.Order

TABLE IX

20A2111Litma Elderly,

First choice Psychological Social Work

Second choice Sociology Physical

Third choice Inter-Agency Psychological

Fourth choice Casework Sociological

Fifth choice Retirement Groapwork

Psychological aspects of aging, sociological aopects of aging and

social work with elderly ranked among the first five choices of both

groupo. Retirement was a seventh choice of the elderly respondents and

a fifth choice of organizations. Certain specific subject interests

offered to organizations which were not offered to elderly respondents

accounted for some of the choice differences such as an inter-agency

seminar and a business course for geriatric facilities. Responses were

positiveyhowever,from both groups toward the majority of subject areas

and there is an indication by both respondent groups that courses should

be available in most of the subject areas listed.

A29A-011.1..!

What ,other, subJects are important?

Only ten respondents answered this question from the community and

institutional groups and these responses were not, as a whole, significant.
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Three people said transportation as a subject area, possibly intending

to indicate the need to study new ways of meeting the transportational

needs of the elderly. Psychological problems, already inplucled ABA

subject area was mentioned, home care was cited and special needs the

elderly.

There were only seven organizational responses to this question which

indicated subject areas related to retirement planning, family adjustment,

training volunteers and the study of community resources. Several res-

pondents from both the elderly and organizational groups noted that the

need was not for more courses but more sincere people in the field.

...ation V

Have zou taken an! courses (or seminars of more to four sessions)
gponsored a calz.ee intim last three year?

None of the elderly respondents_ either in the community or conva-

lescent homes had taken courses or had attended seminars in the last

three years. This waa not surprising considering the average age of the

respondent and the fact that half of them had been institutionalized for

an average of four years. It is also noted that the age of sixty-five

and olacr represents a generation of immigrants from Europe *ho had not

the time nor the opportunity for higher education.17 If this study was

re-opened approximately thirty years from now, the researcher feels that

there would be real:Oates indicating advanced courtework in some areas.

It is also noted that approximately half of the respondents from the

community group and about seventy-five percent of those who were in

medical facilities did not answer this question at all.

17. John 'IL Blum, et. al. The National, Experience, Harcourt, Brace
and World, Inc., New York, 1963, pp. 446 and 447.
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Question VI

Do you see the need for pew paid or, volunteer careers in your cominLyunt
MgAlag withlagaPaTle?

Fifteen community-based elderly responded to this question and three

convalescent patients. The convalescent patients joined with ten

community respondents in seeing the need for more paid and volunteer

staff of all kinds. No one identified new careers responses included

more medical staff and home care aides and more social service staff.

One respondent indicated that volunteers should be paid a small remuner-

ation to allow people with limited incomes to engage in such activities

without losing money. Both the organizational responses and the elderly

responses to this question (i.e., several) noted that the need was not

for new careers, but for more people to fill existing needs in present

careers.

agoomsfjpjlerlv Responses and Caparisons:

Responses of the ninety-six elderly responses and comparisons

made to the organizational responses are as follows:

1. In contrast to the organizational group who reported the availability
of services in all areas mentioned, the elderly noted tiadequacies
and the need for changes in all of the services available to them.
This seems to indicate the need for additional study to clarify
problem areas and to plan for changes. Housing, medical care and
financial assistance programs were defineCt1,y the largest numbers
being inadequate.

2. Change was seen as mainly general overhaul, more services to shut-ins,
bettor housing and more opportunities for elderly volunteers, as well
as more leisure time activities. ho definite types of change were
specifically cited.

3. The majority of elderly respondents show the need for courses as did
half the organizational respondents (including late responses). The
elderly ranked subject areas: social work, psychology of aging,
physical aspects of aging, social aspects of aging and group work'
with elderly as their top five choices while organizations included
psychological factors of aging, sociological aspect of aging,
inter-agency seminars, social work and physical aspects of aging
as top five choices.
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4. No new subject areas were introduced by either group of respondents
except for training volunteers and a possible study of tramper-
tational needs both of which fit other subject headings.

5. None of the elderly had taken courses 631 seminars in the last three
years.

6. Nineteen percent of the elderly respondents and twenty-one percent
of the organizations responding saw the need for new careers in the
field of gerontology. Host of the responses wore related to new
careers of all kinds without defining them. Neighborhood workers
and resource advocates were two possible new careers mentioned by the
crganizational respondents. The need for morellsinceren people in the
present careers was indicated by both groups. Again, as with the
organizational responses no trend to new or present geriatric careers
was clearly defined.

Conclusiorle_aidObsTMANWAIL

eased on the findings of this project the researcher condludes that

there is an apparent discrepancy ia the availebtlity of services offered

to end received by people over age sixty-nay. It is felt that because

so many of the group over age sixty-five sample noted inadequacies in

existing services that an indepth study of this issue alone should be

undertaken to clarify problem areas and changes which may be needed.

This survey was designed to only identify service areas and those which

are reportedly inadequate.

The researcher further recommends the implementation of a sequence

of accredited college level courses open to all educational levels based

on the subject areas survey in both questionnaires. The purpose of such

courses would ba to train people both paid and volunteer already in

service to people over age sixty-five in a variety of areas, to train

people wishing to enter the field of geriatrics and to offer courses to

individuals and organizations seeking to resolve specific problems related

to the needs or functioning of elderly or disabled persons in the commu-

nity or in institutions. By offering the courses in an in-service and

career program to all educational levels the opportunity of combining
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experience and expertise (i.e., both educational and professional) would

be there. This type of educational experience should be re-evaluated in

one year as part of an on-going evaluation progess and should lead to the

offering of a certificate or degree program in the future as was indicated

by the majority of organizational responses. Courses should bo offered

for those interested in the entire sequence to complete it on u part-

time basis.

A sequence of courses designed to meet the above stated reccmmOndations

and which includes the interests and comments of the respondents of both

questionnaires is submitted at the end of this report. This is a sequence

of courses which has been submitted to Manchester Community College for

approval, modification and implementation in the fall'of 1972. It contains

thitteon courses offering optional college credits and opportunities to

study elderly and " disabled" adults (i.e., in response to the emeggence

of the convalescent and long term care facility as a setting which is

increasingly accommodating itself to disabled adults of all nee as well

as the elderly) in a variety of settings and from different points of

contact. They are structured to begin with theoretical studies of people

over sixty-five in the areas cf sociology, physiology and psychology

related to needs and function and progress to studies of specific needs

and approches. Each course overlaps to provide review and continatty

and each course stands alone as a total.stmly in itself to meet the

requests for in-service training and specific interest groups. The

sequence would be implemented gradually, first offering two or three

courses and then building or not as interest dictates. It noted that

the interest seems to be in the area of in-service training, rather than

in career development in the geriatric field.
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Such courses, to ultimately be successful in meeting the stated goals

of in- service training, career opportunities and specific interests,

rhould be offered in an inter-collegiate effort. The researcher uas

contacted_by three area colleges, in the process of conducting this

research, which were interested in ass sting in the planning and offer-

ing of such courses. At present, courses in aging are required as part

of the ongoing requirements for licensing of nursing hone administrators

and a complaint has been submitted that time scheduling and traveling are

major difficulties of those who live in areas outside of Grtter Hartford.

Only a few courses are offered in viiiat.-ics around the state and the

researcher feels an effort should be made to involve several colleges

throughout the state in providing speakers, resource material and host

settings for the courses themselves. It is noted by the researcher that

several organizations have offered to be field agencies or hosts to

student visiting. The practitioners in the field of gerontology as well

as the elderly themselves are the experts and must be involved in plan-

ning for their needs.

In closing, the researcher is grateful for the opportunity to have

conducted this survey but nct es, as.so many have done before, that he

has only scrateked the surface. He has only uncovered our lack of

knowledge about the elderly and the need for further study bathe field

of gerontology. Uith each find, however, the archeologist is that much

closer to the total ans'Ier. So it must be trAth the research which has

been presented here. It has been determined that there is a need for

training in the field of aging, which will, in turn, hopefully lead to

new knowledge with which to experiment and discover. The sense of urgency
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is there for us, for we are growing old and must create a meaningful

existence for our old age. However, the sense of time is infinite and

the study of the aging process and ways to deal with it and old age

must continue as long as man ages.

Howaid W. Dickstein
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"YOUNG AT MART"

SENIOR CITIZENS OF AVON

SENIOR CITIZENS ADVISORY CMISSION (MAYOR'S COMMITTEE)

SENIOR CITIZENS

SENIOR CITIZENS CENTER OF EAST HARTFORD

ROCHAMBEAU TENANTS ASSOCIATION

SENIOR CITIZENS GROUP OF THE BURNSIDE METHODIST CHURCH

SHEA GARDENS SENIOR CITIZENS CLUB comun BUILDING

SENIOR CITIZENS CLUB OF EAST WINDSOR

ENFIELD GOLD AGE CLUB

TUNXIS SENIOR CITIZENS

FRIENDSHIP CLUB (SPONSORED BY Y.W.C.A. OF GREATER HARTFORD)

CHARTER OAK TERRACE SENIOR CENTER (HTFD. HOUSING AUTH.)

PAREVILLE SENIOR CENTER (PARKVILLE caddy= ASSOC., INC.)

SALVATION ARMY SENIOR CENTER (SALVATION ARMY INC.)

SOUTH GREEN SENIOR CITIZENS CENTER (C.R.T.)

SOUTHWEST SENIOR CENTER (SOUTH WEST CITY CHURCHES, INC.)

HARTFORD NEIGHBORHOOD CENTERS

MITCHELL HOUSE

CLAY HILL

AARP HARTFORD AREA CHAPTER #245 MANUEL CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH

AARP - CONN. NORTH EAST CHAPTER #604

SENIOR CITIZENS CLUB
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SENIOR CITIZENS CLUB DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

AARP (NEWINGTON AREA CHAPTER)

STEFANIC SENIORS

60-CLUB ROCKY HILL CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH

SENIOR CITIZENS CLUB/GOLDEN AGE CLUB

SENIOR CLUB

SENIOR CITIZENS

RETIRED M'S CLUB

SENIOR CITIZENS wow OF TOLLAND

65 CLUB

VERNON SENIOR CITIZENS

OLD GUARD-WEST HARTFORD SQUIRES, INC.

WEST HARTFORD SENIOR CENTER (SENIOR CITIZENS ADV. COMM.)

ELMWOOD SENIOR CENTER (SENIOR CITIZENS ADV. cam.)

AARP (WEST HARTFORD CHAPTER #575)

"OLDER ADULT PROGRAM"

JULIET L. BALGLEY GET-TOGETHER CLUB

WETHERSFIELD OLD ELM SENIOR CITIZENS CLUB

FRIENDSHIP CLUB

WINDSOR GOLDEN FELLOWSHIP



WELFARE DEPARTMENTS

let Selectman Percy B. Cook

Ars. Carolyn La Monica

Also Fedora Ferrarssed;-.D1r.

Mrs. Jean Nichols

lot Selebtman Samuel A. Richardson

let Selectman William S. Mayer

at. Joseph Alleyne

Mr. Sebastian Santiglia

Mr. John Cooker, Supervisor

At. Ramon Cavadas, Supervisor

Mrs. Margaret H. Bjorkland, Dir.

lot Selectman John L. Daly, Jr.

let Selectman Francis Pritchard, Jr.

Miss Beatrice Cormier, Supervisor

Mrs. Jane Thompson, Local Welfare Officer

Mrs. Hazel Hutt, Director of Welfare

Town Manager David Russell

First Sel. Hrs. Gladys Miner

Miss Mary Della Fera, Director

Ate. Eloise Guptill, Director

Elton P. Harvey

Mrs. Dorothy Wondoloski, Social Worker

Miss Helen Ahern

lot Sel. Daniel Y. Sullivan

lot Selectman_ Chester Thifadlt
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WELFARE DRARVINIT

Vass. Jean Pearsall, Director

Miss Helga Swendsen, Director of Social Services

Mrs. Virginia Beyer

Mrs. Theresa Zeraky

Mr. Edward V. Sabotka, Director
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VISITING NURSE AND PUBLLIC HEALTH NURSING

WINDSOR LOCKS PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING ASSOCIATION, INC.

WIDOWS SOCIETY

VOLUNTARY ACTION CENTER

VETERANS HOME AND HOSPITAL

VALLEY HOMEMAKER SERVICE, INC.

UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT HEALTH CENTER MCCOOK HOSPITAL

VETERANS-ADMINISTRATION REGIONAL. OFFICE

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION HOSPITAL

IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE (Dept. of Justice)

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

TRAVELERS AID SOCIETY OF HARTFORD, INC.

SUFFIELD EMERGENCY AID ASSOCIATION

BREAKTHROUGH TO THE AGED

CHILD DAY CARE CENTER, ST. PETER'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH

SOUTH WINDSOR INFORMATION AND REFERRAL SERVICE

SERVICE BUREAU FOR CONNECTICUT ORGANIZATIONS

SALVATION ARMY, THE Hartford

SCHIZOPHRENIA ANONYMOUS

SALVATION ARMY, THE `.. Manchester

SALVATION ARMY, THE Nov Britain

SAN JUAN CATHOLIC CENTER

ST. FRANCIS HOSPITAL

PAROLE SERVICES

ST. ELIZABETH GUEST HOUSE

ROCKVILLE GENERAL HOSPITAL

OPEN HEARTH ASSOCIATION

3
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VISITING NURSE AND PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING

COLUMBIAHERRON4NDOVER PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING AGENCY, INC.

THE AVON PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING ASSOCIATION, INC.

THE VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION OF HARTFORD, INC.

ROCKVILLE PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING ASSOCIATION, INC.

CANTON PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING ASSOCIATION, INC.

THE VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION OF HARTFORD, INC.

COMBINED PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING SERVICE OF EAST HARTFORD

ROCKVILLE PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING ASSOCIATION, INC.

ENFIELD VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION, INC.

FARMINGTON VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION, INC.

GLASTONBURY VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION

GRANBY PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING ASSOCIATION, INC.

HARTFORD HEALTH DEPARTMENT, PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE

THE VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION OF HARTFORD, INC.

COLUMBIA4IEBRONANDOVER PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING AGENCY, INC.

MANCHESTL: PUBLIC HEALTH OURSING ASSOCIATION, INC.

MARLBOROUGH PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING SERVICE

THE VISITING NU SE ASSOCIATION OF HARTFORD, INC. (Newington)

ROCKVILLE PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING ASSOCIATION, INC.

PUBLIC HEALTH MT SING ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH WINDSOR, INC.

MERGEICY AID ASSOCIATION, DN.

THE VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION OF HARTFORD, INC. (Windsor)

WINDSOR LOOKS PUMIC HEALTH NURSING ASSOCIATION, INC.

...._ t

4
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VISITING NURSE AND PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING

NEW BRITAIN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

NURSING HOME PLACEMENT SERVICE OF CONNECTICUT, INC.

NATIONAL MULTIPLE samosis SOCIETY (N.E. CONN. CHAPTER)

MOUNT SINAI HOSPITAL

McLEAN HOME

MANCHFSTER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

URBANE FUND ASSOCIATION

INSTITUTE OF LIVING --

JONES, H.I. HOME

HOMEMAKER SERVICE OF ELM=

JEWISH FAMILY SERVICE OF GREATER HARTFORD

HELP, INC.

HARTFORD SKILL CENTER

HARTFORD REGIONAL CENT:a

HARTFORD JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER, INC.

HARTFORD JEWISH FEDERATION

HARTFORD HOSPITAL

HARTFORD EASTER SEAL SWISH REHABILITATION CENTER, INC.

HARTFORD COLLEGE COUNSELING CENTER FOR WOMEN

SOCIAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT

GAYLORD HOSPITAL

BIOONFIELD FISH

EAST HARTFORD FISH

ENFIELD FISH

GLASTONBURY FISH

FISH

5
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FISH

6

HEBRON FISH

MANCHESTER FISH

ROCXVILLE FISH

SOUTH WINDSOR FISH

SUFFIELD FISH

WEST HARTFORD FISH

WETHERSFIELD FISH

WINDSOR FISH

WINDSOR LOCKS FISH

FAN= SERVICE SOCIETY

ENFIELD SOCIAL SERVICE, INC.

ENFIELD MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL, REHABILITATION

COUNSELING SERVICE OF Y.M.C.A.

EASTER SEAL SOCIETY FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN AND ADULTS OF CONNECTICUT, INC.

CRISIS INTERVENTION CENTER

WELFARE DEPARTMENT HARTFORD DISTRICT OFFICE

CONNECTICUT VALLEY HOSPITAL

SOLDIERS', SAILORS', AND MARIN x FUND

=WENT OF MENTAL flE4'__TH

ALCOHOL AID DRUG DEPENDENCE DIVISION

BLUE HILLS HOSPITAL

HARTFORD REGIONAL OnTPATIENT CLINIC

NORWICH OUTPATIENT CLINIC
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DIPARTIeNT OF LABOR

ENFIELD OFFICE

MANCHESTER OFFICE

MARTFORD OFFICES

CLAY HILL MULTISERVICE CENTER

SOUTH GREEN MULTISERVICE CENTER

NORTH CENTRAL RB3ICSAL CENTER

MANSFIELD STATE TRAINING SCHOOL

MANSFIELD SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT PROJB3T

OFFICE OF MENTAL RETARDATION

CEDARCREST HOSPITAL

AMERICAN NATIONAL Bp CROSS

COLUMBIA CHAPTER

ENFIELD BRANCH

MANCHESTER OFFICE

NATHAN HALE BRANCH

AMERICAN NATIONAL RED CROSS - GREATER HARTFORD CHAPTER

ANDOVER COMMIT! CLUB

CHURCH HOMES, INC.

ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION, THE

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PEOPLE (AARP)

AARP CONNECTICUT NORTHEAST CHAPTER #604

AARP NEWINGTON AREA CHAPTER #697

AARP WEST HARTFORD CHAPTER #575

ARCHDIOCESE OF HARTFORD
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AMER/CAN NATIONAL RED CROSS

CHARITABLE SOCIETY OF HARTFORD

DEPARTMENT ON AGING

CONNECTICUT CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION (SOMERS)

CENTER CITY CHURCHES FOR THE AGING, INC.

CONNECTICUT CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION (OSBORNE)

CONNECTICUT HUMANE SOCIETY

CONNECTICUT STATE HEALTH, T.B. CONTROL

FAMILY SERVICE SOCIETY

SALVATION ALI/ - GOLDEN AGE CAMP

CONVALESCMT HOMES

AVON CONVALESCENT NURSING HOME

HIGH RIDGE CONVALESCENT HOME

HILLDALE EXTEND-A-CARE CENTER

BURNSIDE CONVALESCENT HOME, INC.

SILVER LANE PAVILION

ALLIANCE MEDICAL INN - FAIRFIELD

PARKWAY CONVALESCENT HOME

GERI-CARE CONVALESCENT HOME OF FARMINGTON

COLONIAL CONVALESCENT NURSING HOME

SALMON PROOK CONVALESCENT HOME

AVERY NURSING HOME

BUCKL2Y CONVALESCENT HOME

ELIZABETH CONVALESCENT HOME

GREENWOOD PAVILION CONVALESCENT HOME
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HEBREW HOME FOR THE AGED

LYDIA, CONVAL&CENT HOME

VICTORIA CONVALESCENT HOME

CRESTFIELD CONVALESCENT HOtlS

LAUREL MANOR

MANCHESTEI MANOR NURSING

MEADOWS NURSING HOME

HILLTOP MANOR. CONVALESCENT HO'`:::

HOLLY HILL CONVALESCENT HONE

SIMBURY CONVAUnCENT HOIE

SOUTH WINDSOR CONVALESCENT HOME

HEMLOCKS, INC.

ROCKVILLE NURSING HOME

SAINT ANTHONY CONVALE:3CENT HOME

HUGHES CONVALESCENT HONE

MERCYKNOLL

ST. MARY'S HUE

SAUNDERS CONVALESCENT HOME

SISTERS OF ST. JOSEPH INFIRMARY

WETHERSFIELD 11ANOR

ALLIANCE MEDICAL INN - WINDSOR

KIMBERLY HALL NURSING HOME

WINDSOR HALL NURSING HOME

BICKFORD CONVALESCENT HOME

BREAKTHROUGH TO THE AGED

SOUTH WINDSOR INFORMATION AND REFERRAL SERVICE
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HOMES FOR THE AGED

HOFFMAN BROS. FARM

MRS. MABEL C. SHARPE

MRS. MARIE RAMAKFII

LILLIE SE &M HONE FOR AGED

AVERY HOUSE

CHURCH HOME OF HARTFORD

FERNWOOD MANOR

GIRARD AVENUE MANOR

KING'S DAUGHTERS ROM

MANSION HOUSE

WOODS COUNTRYSIDE LODGE

FENWOOD OF CRESTFIRM

SOMERS HOME

BERMAN HOME

MISS PAULINE GERBER

=EAU HOME

MRS. MARY G. PERIL

CLAMNCE HOUSE

CHAR-LAINE MANOR

MASS= MEMORIAL HOME

HEMLOCK HOME FOR AGED

CABRAL BOARDING HOME

THE HOLIDAY

ST. MARY'S HOME

CHURCH HOME OF HARTFORD

AUGUST MILLER HOME 4.,
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Appendix C

The following questionnaire is designed to identify occupational statuses in
agencies serving people over age 65 in the Greater Hartford area in an effort
to determine future occupational needs in this area and the learning needs and
interests of individuals working older people. Please complete the questionnaire
and return it in the enclosed, self-addressed envelope to Manchester Community
College by

I. Agency Name Facility Title

II. My agency Facility provides services to people over ace 65 in the following
areas:

(Circle as many as you wish)
A. Medical Care D. Mental Health C. Financial Assistance
D. Housing E. Social Functioning F. Other (Please Explain)

None

III. Is there any service above which you would define as taking priority over
the others in your agency? If yes, which'one?

IV. How many people are employed in your agency or facility in service to
people over age 65? (Use one title only for each person)

Doctors (Psychiatrist Other
Nurses
Social Workers MSW Case Workers (non-MSW)

Administrators (Medical facilities only)
Administrative Assistants (excluding clerical)
Educators
Medical Aides
Social Service Aides
Recreational Staff
Homemakers
Others (explain)

Home Health Aides

V. How many of the above are paid staff (including consultants)
VOLUNTEERS

VI. Does your agency/facility have openings in the above occupational cate-
gories? Yes No (If yes, how many in each category?)

VII. Do you anticipate changing, adding, or deleting programs or the expansion
of present programs serving people over age 65 in the future in your
agency? (Please explain).



VIII. Do you anticipate changes in the number or types of occupations serving
people over 65 in your agency or facility in the future (over the next

10 years)? (If yes, please explain including, if you are able, the

number and occupations to be changed using the occupational categories

in question IV).

IX. What types of educational programs
staff working with older people in
using any criterion- -i.e., subject

etc.)

would you like to see made available to
your agency facility? (Please explain
matter, program length, orientation,

X. Please ask your staff working with the elderly what courses or programs they
would like to see made available to them in the field of aging. Attach

their written responses to the questionnaire. Ask them to identify their

occupational status (i.e. using question IV), highest level of educational
achievement, and their career plans within or outside of the field of

aging. They do nct have to sign their responses.

ADDITIONAL COMITEUTS:

Thank you for your cooperation.

HWD:nlj

Howard W. Dickstein
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hppendix D

The following questionnaire is designed to indentify occupational statuses

in agencies serving people over age 65 in the Greater Hartford area in an

effort to determine future occupational needs in this area and the learning

needs and interests of individuals working with older people. "Agencies

and Medical facilities with more than one address will be contacted at each

of their separate addresses so please answer only for the organization with

who you are directly involved." Please complete the questionnaire and return

it in the enclosed, self-addressed envelope to Manchester Community College

by March 31, 1972.

Name of agency or medical facility completing questionnaire -... agea.NIO

Title of person completing questionnaire .111.411 ......1/./0/./IIIIIMaIe/IV

I. NY organization provides services to people over aged 65 in the following

areas: -(Circle as many as you wish).

a.

b.

c.

Medical care

Housing

Mental Health

d.

e.

f.

g.

Social functioning (includes recreational
activities)

Financial assistance

Other (please explain)

None.

II. Is there any of the above service(s) which your organization defines

as taking priority over others? If yes, which one(s)?

III. In your agency (medical facilities go on to question IV) how many

people work in'the following capacities? (if a person does more

than one thing,please list his main functions).
Paid Volunteer

Doctors
.YIP O. 011iMIO

Nurses

1=i11,

Social Workers with an M.S.W.

Social Workers without an M.S.W.

Teachers

Discussion group leaders .100

Recreational instructor (includes crafts)

Recreational aids

018.11.160. 011111

011100 ....

Home makers



Home health aides

Medical aides

General aides (not defined above)

Drivers

Others (please identify)

Paid Volunteer

41.a..11,0

eo.r..........r.
IV. In your medical facility, howlmany people are employed in the following

capacities?

Adminatrator

assistadt Adminibtrator

Dpctors

Paid Volunteer

011.

Nurses.CR;NIAI4.N.)

Nurses Aides

Social Worker (M.S.W.)

a
ev

Social Worker (non M.S.W.)

Recreational Staff

.1

Physical Therapist

Speech pathologist

Occupatienal therapist

general aides (not defined above)

4
OW do. AND'.

Clerical Staff
.11111100...
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V. Does your organization have openings in any of the previous occupational
categories listed? If yes, how many in each category?

VI. Do you anticipate adding, deleting or changing any services or programs
effecting people over 65 in your organization? If yes,
please explain.

VII. Do you anticipate any major changes in the number or types of occupa-
tions previously listed in'your organization over the next ten
years? If yes, please explain if possible.

VIII. Recognizing tiMe factors, scheduling difficulties, staff shortage and
other problems,in which course topics listed below would you see the
staff (including yourself) of your organization interested & benefiting
(check as many as you wish)?

a. Sociological problems & processes effecting older people.

b. Psychological factors and problems of older people

c. Physical aspects of aging.

d. Business course for geriatric facilities.

e. Casework with older people.

f. Problems of retirement and family living and how to help deal
with such problems.
Inter-agency seminar to study agency services and problem areas.

h. Independent research.

I. How to work with elderly in groups.

J. How to work with institutionalized adults.
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k. How to promote social action among the elderly.

1. How to work with older people infthe community.

IX. What other topics would you like to see included? (please explain)

Weeks Hours

X. How long should each course be?

. b.. SLotild they be offeted dmribg thg day:or_evening?

c. Should they offer college credits?

d. Should they be included in a program offering a degree (ie. in
gerontology for example)?

e. Should they be opened to all occupational groups previously listed
in this questionnaire?

f. Would you see your agency as being involved as a field placement or
host to student visits?

XL What new careers would you like to see open in the field of aging?

X. Have you taken any courses or seminars (of more than 4 sessions)
sponsored by a college within the last three years?
If yes, please name them. What did you think of each and why?

Additional Comments (Use back of page if necessary).

Thank you,

Howard W. Dickstein
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Appendix E

Many attempts are being made to find out how we can be more effective in
the services we are providing to people over 65. Manchester Community
College, in an effort to explore careers in aging and to create some
meaningful courses for both those individuals working with older people
and for these people themselves, is conducting a survey in which we feel
you can play an important role in determining future teivices Tor'older
citizens. Please completd thefollnuing auestionnaire.

Thank youi

Howard Dickstein

Your age Your sex Your marital status

In which tom you reside

I. Mich of the following service areas do you feel are inadequate in
Connecticut? (circle as many as you wish)

a. Medical Care

b. Housing

c. Financial

d. Mental Health

e. Social (includes Recreation)

f. Other (please explain)

g. I see no need to %,I.ange any services

II. How would you like to see them changed?

III. Manchester Community College is planning a course sequence for older
adults and people working with them. Mich of the following subjects
do you feel are important? (check as many as you wish)

a. Social aspects of aging and sociological problems of older people

b. Psychological aspects of aging and problems of older people

c. Physical aspects and problems related to aging

d. Social work with older people



e. Working with older people in groups

f. Working with older people in community1141 .

g. Working with older people in institutions (including nursing homes)

h. Problems of retirement and pre retirement preparation

i. Working with families0.
j. Housing needs of older people

k. Community programs sal:Tiny:Older pcaplo.

IV. What other subjects are important? (please explain briefly)

V. Have you taken any courses or seminars of more than 4 sessions)
sponsored by a college in the last 3 years? If yes, please name them.
What did you think of each?

VI. Do you see the need for new paid or volunteer careers in your community
working with older people? If yes, what kinds?

For additional comments (use back of page if you wish).
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NANCIESTER COMUNITY COLLEGE

COURSES TO BE INCLUDED IN THE GERIATRIC SEQUENCE

Physiology of Aging:. 3 credits

This course attempts to examine the physical aspects of aging and the
physiological changes that take place. It includes discussion of the
physical problems of people age 60 and older in the community and some
of the special problems forcing them to become institutionalized. Concepts
such as "senility as a reversable process" are discussed as well.

PsvchplemaLlispg: 3 credits

This course surveys motivations, emotions, perceptions, pathology and
learning patterns and problems of people after ace 60.

Sociolocv of Aging: 3 credits

This course examines the role and status of older people in a changing social
structure. It touches on their later years as workers, retirees and users
of leisure time and as family members.

Aming.in the Community: 3 credits

This course looks at the particular needs of people over 60 living in urban
and'rural communities. It includes problems of retirement, retirement plann
ing, money management and housing needS,and explores medical, financial,
social, and educational resources available.

The Institutionalized Adult 3 credits

This course examines the particular needs and problems of-peo.i.lo over 40
confined in nursing homes, rest hones, convalescent homes, chronic disease
hospitals and mental institutions. Particular attention is given to the pr..
person over 60 and the long term care patienZ,, Restorative services and
programs are discussed as well as techniques of helping such individuals
to benefit from the programs availalae.

Casework with the Elderlpand Disabled: 3 credits

This course explores casework intervention with people over E0 and long term
care patients in a variety of institutional settings. It includes techniques
in working with the patient and his family in a t'i and individual effort
aimed at assisting the patient to adjust tonbis situation, in making the
transition from community to institution and back where possible and ways in
which an individual may be assisted to function to optimum levels,

The Elderly Group: 3 credits

This course explores the planning; formation, and implementation of groups
of people over age 60 in a variety of settings, both institutional and
community. It deals with different types of grOups and the special problems
which may occur in each.



Social Action for the Elderl : 3 credits

This course attempts to explore issues related to aging and techniques,
including community organization, which can be developed to work with social,
volunteer and elderly groups, agencies and individuals toward social action
and change in behalf of the elderly in the community and institutions. It
includes a task orientation and the possibility of active field work in
addition to a survey of political, social, financial and other issues locally,
statewide and nationally effecting people over age 60.

Thelaimp ElAtEE: 3 credits

This course explores the problems of unique individuals over age 60 and long
term care patients in a varietrof settings. Included is the older alcoholic,
the older addict, schizophrenia, death and dying and senility. Techniques of
working with such individuals will be discummed and the goal will be to survey
traditional as well as creative approaches in dealing with these and other
problems brought up in class.

Independent Study in Aging: 3 credits

Working with a faculty member at Manchester Community College, the student
will be responsible to produce a finished project related to some aspect of
aging. The project will require the approval of the Geriatric sequence chair-
man and will require a proposal and periodic review of progress, as well as
consultation as required. The project may be in the form of a paper, film
recording or group presentation and must be based on documented research
approved by the faculty member assigned to the project. The project will
hopefully produce new or highlighted knowledge in the field of aging and
may be selected as an individual effort or group assignment. A list of
possible projects will be offered by the school.

ALTERNATIVES.

Business Course for Geriatric Facilities: 3 credits

This course will explore a general business orientation to nursing homes,
convalescent homes, rest homes, and extended care facilities. It will include
basic business and management techniques as well as the specializedbusiness
requirements of such facilities, including state billing procedures, medicare
and medicaid processing and other special problems brought up in class related
to the management of such institutions.

Seminar in Mina 2 credits

This course is designed for the practitioner working in the field of aging to
examine his own agency or group or community with an emphasis on reorganiza
tion, the creation of new services or facilities or resolving particular
problems or strengthening areas of merit. It will include a comparison of
several agencies at various levels with similar functions, problems or inter'
ests or who are engaged in similar practices or in practices which have
resolved or reduced the problem(s) studied.
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ALTETATIVES: (continued)

Seminar in Retirement and Family Adjustments 2 credits

The seminar explores general and particular problems related to retirement
and family living for the disabled dr person over 60. It explores ways in
which such problems may be resolved and looks at individual situations
brought out in class as well as common issues. Included will be a variety'
of different classroom activities includillg hem visitations, role playing,,
role rehearsals and possibly psychodrama.

CONOLUSIS :I

The above sequence is designed to present, explore and summarize at various
levels, the needs of the aged and the aging. It focuses on the aging process
and the needs of the elderly and disabled in both the:community and in
institutions with goals of increasing professional skills and increasing
knowledge in the field of aging and training new practitioners at a variety
of levels to work with the elderly and disabled and their families. It is
the hope the author of this proposal that such a sequence will, in meeting
these goals, increase the quality of services offered to the elderly, and
thus'the quality'of life in that has been so often termed, "the golden years."
Gold, unpolished, will grow rgly and it scars easily because it is mean to
be soft and ornamental in its Naction rathar than preductive. This must
not be the case with the last years of our lives. We must grow old. This'
we cannot control unless by suicide or an untimely death. We can, however,
attempt to control how we will adjust to growing old and how we will make
the most out of our aging and age and ;his is so important in such a short
life.



MA31CIES2ER CO) ati:211 couTtor

CO=SifSMADUS

Plych doof /.2c
kunst nil:Fe cad numScr: -PsycholLiv c f Asiaz (Cr:mato:1.ov)

Dtpsztment: Psycholov Edataticn Philosop%7

Conrss title: Ceroatolosy

Sumlata? tad ttc.a.dtm: Tell 1971

Instructor: . Kenneth R. Steam

Trerequisito: Psytholnzy ill

Canova Oktf,tivnnt Carcnutlozywill ittalf to a etedy of Individuals over 62.
,lhe course ow:m thn motivation:), =otitis, perceptions, pathology
and learntuz of panpte am 62. The C)Lir34 is deatcned for all
who en intonate:I in and work with °calor citisena.

Pptlat212.15.Pm;

1. TogiNe the student knoideiss ef all the 44311t0 and deliatto ofaenior citizen:: that
psychologists have eau:ma:Wed.

2. To nnderatand the reactions of lariat citizens, as individuals to the wide variety
of =lel, econordc end political problem areas.

3. To study Various partici sandals to problem) of acnior citizens that exist in
local, state andfodarel area°.

4. To understand na..da of senior class-Ls in the 1970ts.

.Ccacg Obinctivee:

1. It uneerstand idii4nala as ualcit3 parsons $41448 needs caa be net to the degree we
understand their situation.

2. It aurvay a417S :mane. Zor those who vill liye with, :N:lata to, or take care of
senior citizens,

3. To provide background resource material to those whose responsibility is the care or
direction or assistance of senior citizens.

Tmachin3 Tech:Aetna:

1. Lett:ans.
2. Distuvcians (sensitivity trainine).
3. Clutaido cpaakars.
4. Visitations o.1 hospitals conwl.zszent hones.
5. Short papers ezd "tape material".

6. In depth sutd of one individual (tIrm.paRer).
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I. Stue.y of ChAme::eristict; of 50's Unz..arr4ed

1. Vocations - initial rotitecmt
2. Health mlutcl atticudn
3. Social cbaractistica lifouZylea cad change°
4. Cultural Charact.2ristico

Zr. Study of Characteristics of tha nee narrittd, Unmarried

1. Vocations - post reciroTment

2. Health - cental.attitudas
3. Social characteristica - life ctyl and Chaugos

4. Cultezal el.:potations

5. Ntcds phycical, emAiwal

III. Study of the Chnracte:ristics of the P.0'-? 7 .90's

1. Married -
2. Vocations - zasingf:u1 act.5.7.tty

Ef,:olth attitrdea
L. r=tc4n1 characteriutics styles lase years

Covmunity R..xloructa

. 1. Per3oas1 raaources ani fnaly e;;sizions - at each age.

2. rapers - visit s tc indWidocla institutichs.

Tents: Selected raw:U.15a technicai and biograrhical.

12-4..70
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P.ANCHESTER COMKUNITT COLLEGE

hew Ccerse psopeel

1. Course Title: Sociology 161 - Sociology of the Aging.

2. Submitted be: Eleanor D. Colteaa and Eleanor Steers

3. Date of Sete:lesion: .febreary 4, 1971

4. Doper:lent: Soelel Science

5. Curricular Placement: Racoemended eleceivc in: Liberal Arts and Science;

Occupational Therapy; Correctional ScrvIcee; Public Service
Careers; and Easiness Adainistratiou.

6. heetim2traes: 3 fIGUIS

7. Crsdit Roues: 3 semester-houre

8. AntfsEN5A4SI:AstitlaarElss: In-Service as well as all of above

9. Prerequisites: Sociology 101 recemaended but not required

10. Course Desstetton: This course exemines.the roles and status of older
people eithin the cent-lett of et: changing sociil structure,
touching on the development of these people thteugh their
later years as workers, retirees, users of leisure time and

family mekbers.

11. Course Goals:
(1) To offer the student background knowledge concerning tie

problems of the aged in Society.

(2) To enable the student who will. be working with the elderly

to better understand'Uleir needs and desires.

(3) The student will be able to present in a term paper a plan

that he has devised to meet the need of the elderly in one

of the relieving areae.

12. Course tnstructicnal Objectivee:

A. Content Instructional Objectives:

I. History
The student will be able to describe in en essay or
verbally the position of the agea in other societies,
giving examples from several of the following:
Primitive Societies; Creek; Hebrew; Roman; Middle Ages

Oriental; and Colonial America.

IL. Productivity and Second Careers

(1) The student will be able to list some of the employment
problems both from the point of view of the employer'

and the elderly person.

CG102
PS-102
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(2) The student will be able to give examples of studies

which show the ability of the elderly to apply then -
selves successfully in different areas of employment.

III. Retirement
(1) The student will.be able to give several examples of

pre-retirement and post-retirement problems, such as
financial loss of status and changing social patterns.

(2) The student will be able to distinguish between these
problems as they exist in varying socioeconomic levels,
by giving examples from each.

IV. Living Preblens

The student will be able to list some of the major Lac-
tors ieeolved in housing selection by older people
including types and locations, and will be able to,
explain he different factors involved in rural or
uzban SitU3t1OLS;

V. Inactive Elderly
(1) The student will be able to write an essay describing

the major physiological changes in older people and
the rellabilitation methods now available to them.

(2) The student will be able to describe several types of
facilities available for the care of the incapacitated
elderly.

VI. Public Attitudes
The student wil be able to write an essay showing, by
the giving of examples, the youth oriented attitude of
our culture.

VII. Effect of the Aged on Major Social Institutions such as:
religion; family; politics; education; recreation; and crime.
(1) The student will be able to demonstrate by an essay

his knowledge of the activity and attitudes of the
elderly to and the church and the church toward them.

(2) The student will survey the change in the roles and
relationships of the older Americans in the family
situation with particular emphasis on the necessary
adjestureats.

(3) The student winbe able to name several pieces of major
legislation tad' assist the older American.

(4) The student will be able to list some of the problems
of educational iestitotiens-in a society where the
percentage of older people is inereasing.

(5) The student will be able to tell sere of the recreational
needc of the 85% of the elderly who are ambulatory.

(6) The student vilibe able to discuss the training and re-
hnbilitation needs of the elderly offender.

CC103
PS-103
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B. Concept Instructional cojectives:

I. History
The student will be able to write an essay explaining

his understanding of the utilization treatment and

acceptance of the elderly in several of the various

societies studied.

II. Productivity and Second Careers

(1) The student will be able to contrast the attitudes and

needs of industry with the attitudes and needs of the

older citizen.

(2) The student will be able to interpret the statistical evi-

dence which shows the wide area of competence in older

people even in new employment areas.

III. Retirement
(1) The student will be able to demonstrate verbally or in

witiog his cc prehension of the magnitude of the

pre and post retirement problens.

(2) The student wil be able to describe on the different

socioccomoic levels the varying approaches to retire-

ment preblems.

IV. Living Flobleus
The student will be able to show differences between

the sociel accl economic activities of the cider citi-

zen in different localities.

V. Inactive Elderly
(1) The student will ba able to discuss the economic status

of the disabled elderly.

(2) The student wil be able to write an essay explaining

hew the major physiological changes in the elderly .

necessitate changed life styles.

VI. Public Attitudes
The student will be able to describe the areas which deme

castrate that the elderly are a minority group in our

society.

VII. Effect of the Aged on major social institutions such as:

religion; family; politics; education; recreation; and crime.

(1) The student will be able to describe several of the

perscnal adjustments older people must make in relation

to the church and the adjastments that the church must

make to .be enieegtug percentage of elderly in society.

(2) The student will be able to interpret; in as essay, the

emeteing family pacternu that result from the changing

roles aed relationships with the family.

(3) a. The student wit be able to discuss the probable changes

in political activity and the resultant legislation

brought about by a higher incidence of elderly in the

total population.

CC-104
PS- 104
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b. The student will be able to discuss the elderly as a
contra culture vs. a subculture.

(4) The student will be able to explain some of the changes
that may occur within education as the age patterns
of the ppulntion change.

(5) The student will be able to write an essay describing
the elderly as "pioneers of leisure."

. (6) The student will be able to write an essay suggesting
changes in attitudes of administration in criminal
justice as it relates tc the elderly!

13. Instructional Methodolm:

1. Lecture/discussion

2. Andiovidual materials and field trips

3. Course evaluation by the term paper;-at least two 1-hour
exams essay type ;' final exam.

14. Suggested Text:

Cercntology A Book of Readings, by Clyde B. Vedder. Charles C. Thomas"Ina
15. Anticipated Enrollment: 30 - 40 students.

.CC405
PS.10:3
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Course Name and Number: Physiological Aspects of Aging(Gerontology)

Department: Division of Urathematics, Sciences and Health Services Careers

Semester and Year Given: To be presented in Fall 1971-72
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rIANCOSTZR COMITTNITY COLLEGE

NEJ COURSE PROPOSAL

1. Course Title: Public Service 242 - Institutional Care of the Aging: The
Administrator as Coordinator.

2. Submitted by: Howard 11. Dickstein

3. Date of Submission: Nay, 1972

4. Department: Public Service

5. Curricular Placement: Credit Extension. Elective in General Studies and
in any of the human services (Public and Health)
Career Programs;

6. Time Assignment: 3 hours a week (One day or one night)

.7. Credit Hours: 3 credit hours

8. Anticipated Student Population: Administrators and others providing
services to the aging in institutional
settings; students preparing for careers
in the helping services; volunteers
working with the aging.

9. Prerequisites: None

10. Course Description:This course will delineate the role of the admanistrator
caring for the aging as the coordinator of an array of services. Each
service is contributed by medalists whose complementary roles must be
understood by all concerned with the fmre of the aging. Coordinating
these services and providing smooth channels for delivery of them
require constant effective admin3stratica. Techniques to achieve this
will be examined.

11. Course Goals:

1. To heighten awareness in the administrator of his role as coordinator
of services.

2. To increase the mutual understanding of the particular contributions
of several specialists to the institutional care of the aging.

3. To suggest techniques of administration that will increase the

administrator's effectiveness in his role as coordinator of.services.

12. Course Instructional Objectives: The student vall be able to:

1. Dens the various kinds of institutions caring for the aging and
dist_nguloh the particular functions of each kind.



2. Define the role of the administrator and his expectations in that role
in relaticn to:

a. the patient. and his family
b. the medical staff
c. social workers
d. volunteers
e. religious bodies
f. the business sector
g. government

A. The administrator and the patient enc his family.

The student will be able to:

1. Describe, orally or in writing some of.the major effects in-
stitutionalizationmay have upon individuals.

2. Suggest specific techniques for admissions offices to practice
which will enhance the dignity of the incoming patient.

3. Describe briefly major rules of the institution in such a way
that the patientls family understands these and the reasons
for them.

4. List several procedures of the institution and indicate which.
directly benefit the patient, and how.

5. Construct a model for administrator-patient relationship.
6. Examine administrator-patient relationships in an agency to

contrast the reality with the model and be able to list some
practical obstacles that would have to be overcome to achieve
the ideal.

B. The administrator and the medical staff:

The student will be able to:

1. Explain several services the medical staff may legitimately
expect from administration.

2. Describe on-going kinds of information the administrator must
have from the medical staff.

3. List possible effects on patients if communication between
medical staff and administration weakens or breaks down.

C. The administrator and the social worker:

The student will be able to:

1. Define rather precisely the roles and functions of social
workers working with or in institutions for the aging.



2. Show by giving an example how the administrator may enhance
service to the client by coordinating the efforts of the so-
cial worker and the medical staff.

3. Discuss the pros and cons of the administrator serving as
broker or arbiter among patient, family, medical staff and
social worker ?then differences occur among them, to determine
if this is a role function of the administrator.

D. The administrator and the volunteer:

The student will be able to:

1. Explain the responsitilities of the administrator for planning
and utilization of services to the patients by volunteers.

2. List several services volunteers can offer and describe some
administrative procedures that need to be set up to facilitate
(or limit) volunteer efforts.

3. Justify such prccedures from the standpoint of the patient,
the institution, the volunteer.

E. The administrator and religious institutions:

The student will be able to:

1. Explain the responsibility of an institution for the aging
to provide opportunities foil. religious experiences.

2. Swgest ways an administrator may enhance service to the
patient by the establishment of a good working relationship
with local clergy organizatIons.

3. List procedures which can be standardized to insure equal
treatment to all religious groups having contact with the
institution.

4. Discuss pros and cons of an administrator as the initiator
of regular clergy conferences on needs of the institutional-
ized aged.

F. The administrator ,and the business and legal sector.

The student will be able to:

1. Describe several of the business functions with which an
administrator must be'familiar.

2. Discuss community based business or legal services upon which
an administrator may draw and what help he may expect from
each; e.g., banks, accounting firms, attorneys, etc.

3. Describe the institution as consumer and relate this to the
administrator's role as purchasing agent or supervisor of the
purchasing agent.
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4. Discuss the difference in role of the administrator in a
proprietary institution from that of one in a public or non-
profit institution.

5. Indicate lines of accountability for the administrator.

G. The administrator and the government.

The student trill be able to:

1. Describe the need for the administrator to stay aware of
pertinent local state and federal legislation and to suggest
how this may be done.

2. Describe how professional organizations of those concerned with
aging can influence proposed legislation regulating care of
the aging.

Describe the most essential provisions of at least three cur=
rent programs which effect services to the aging, e.g.,
Medicare, Medicaid, VA, etc.

13. Instructional Methodology:

Guest lectures from among specialist in each area.
Panel discussions which emphasize the coordination function of theadministrator.
Class discussions,

Individual research papers on one area in some more depth than in class.

14. Units of instruction:

Introduction, and then about two weeks each on A - F in Instructional
Objectives.

15. Text and Resource Materials:

Primarily handout materials from each specialized area.

16. Evaluation Techniques:

Class discussion participation considered. Term Paper and one finalexam - essay type reflecting attitude
changes which have or have notresulted from taking course, or a critical essay on the presentation

of any particular area, other than the one the term paper covered.
Could be some short pre- and post tests (objective - true-false) to
determine knowledge of factual material. Not recommended because ofthe limitations of time.



17. Interdivisional possibilities:

Contributions from all divisions could be made to this course: e.g.,

Social Science and Public Administration:
Administration
Political areas
Social Service

Humanities:
Fine Arts courses - organizing recreational opportunities.

Science and Health Division:
Medical records - technological services.

Business Division:

Business Law
Contracts
Accounting
Consumer Education



LIANCHESTER COMUNITI COLLEGE

NEd COURSE PROPOSAL

1. Course Title: Public Service 244: Retirement Due to Age or Disability
and Family Adjustment

2. Submitted by: Howard W. Dickstein

3. Date of Submission: May, 1972

4. Department: Public Service

5. Curricular Placement: Credit Extension. Elective in General Studies
and in Public Service Career Programs.

6. Time Assignment: 3 hours a week

7. Credit Hours: 3 credit hours

8. Anticipated Student Population: Retired persons, persons planning retire-
ment, families of retirees and/or elderly,
Persons working with senior citizen grcups,
students preparing for careers in human
services or services to the aging, business-
men who may become involved in retirement
counselling.

9. Prerequisites: None

10. Course Doscrlption: This course will explore general and particular
problems related to retirement and family living for the disabled or
persons owr 60. Ways in which such problems may be resolved will
be examined. Individual situations brought out in class, as well as
common issues will be looked at. Corporate responsibility for pre-
retirement planning will be explored. Sourcetrof help in the community
for the retiree and/or his family will be determined.

11. Course Goals:

1. To familiarize the student with problems of older people facing
retirement.

2. To help students to understand how families function as living
units and how certain stresses upon all family members brought
about by older and/Cr disabled persons living with them may be
reduced.

3. To familiarize the student with programs and resources available
to older people in the areas of health, financial resources, social
functions, and other special needs.
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12. Course Instructional Objectives: The student will, be able to:

1. Explain some of the social and emotional problems that may result
from retirement due to age or disability.

2. Discuss the role of the employer, particularly the corporation, in
making a7nilable help for pre-retirement planning for later years.

3. List some common health problems in retirement and suggest ways of
coping with them from the standpoints of the retiree, his family,
and the community.

4. Describe several techniques that a retired person may use in coping
with reduced income.

5. List sources of consumer education for the retiree.

6. lain the,financial counselling services that can be expected from:
a.) private banks
b.) public agencies, e.g. Social Security

7. Describe several alternative uses of leisure time that might grow
out of previous interest Iinich can no longer be engaged in, e.g.
writing about sports for the former active sports participant.

S. EXplain the various role adjustments retirement brings about.

9. List ways the various family members and friends of a retiree can
prevent a sense of disorientation in the retiree as a result of
necessary role adjustments.

10. Describe persons who could verve as role models for various typos
of retirees.

11. Devise activities to meat the social needs of retirees in each of the
following living arrangements: along, with their ovn family; with a
foster family; in a retirement cOlcq7; in an institution.

12. List community resources available to help families having difficnities
adjusting to having a retired and/Or aging person in their midst.

13. Instructional Methodology:

Case studies, class discussion, guest lectures. Field visits to Senior
Citizen canters and howling for the elderly. Role playing. Films.

14. Units of Instruction:

Problems of retirement; Hole adjustment; Disengagement; Helping mechanisms
in the area of health, finances, le1Jure, and internersonal relations;
Pre-retirement planning - whose responsibility?; Community resources for
the retiree and for the family.



C 15. Text and Resource materials:

Neugarten, Bernice L. iliOle'AggAnd ketig. The University of Chicago
,Press. (Chicago, Illinois, 1970)

Handout materials.

16. Evaluation Techniques:

Three take home essay type exams in which particular cases are analyzed
and suggested courses of action for the retiree, aging person, and various
members of his family and community to cope with the problems decarned
in the cases.


